Word and Meaning iri. Indian
Philosophy : Its Possible
Contribution towards Indian
Christian Hermeneutics
K. P.ALEAZ'i;
Indian Christian theologians have not yet sought proper
guidance from the pramatzas or ·'sources of valid knowledge"
of Indian epistemology in identifying, defining and expounding
the sources of authority for the construction of Christian theology in India. To discuss the role of all six prama1)as of Indian
philosophy, namely pratyak$a (perception), anumq,na (inference), upamana (comparison), Sabda (verbal testimony or Scripture), arthiipatti (postulation) and anupalabdhi (non-perception), in Indian Christian theology comprehensively is a task
yet to be undertaken by us. Yet the more we delay the matter
the more will be our confusion in articulating authentic Indian
Christian theological methods. But the purpose of the present
.article is rather a very modest one. It attempts to identify
.only some aspects of the understanding and interpretation of
just one of the pramiil)as, t;l.amely Sabda {Scripture) and priefly
outline a few of its possible contributions towards an Indian
Christian understanding and interpretation .of the Bible.

Sabda in a wider sense means sound. In the narrow sense
it is a sound used as a symbol for the expression of some meaning, and hence stands for a "word". Thus sabda means word
.or words as the source of knowledge. It would then correspond to "authority" or "testimony". Sabda-pramii'f)a means
words as the source of knowledge. Almost all Indian thinkers,
except the Carvakas, t~e Bauddhas and the Vaise~ikas, _accept
sabda or authority as an independent and ultimate source of
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Jaiowledge.1. By establishing sabda as an ultimate source of
knowledge, the Advaitins and many other philosophers uphold
the authority of the Vedas.
Regarding the subject "the sensation of the sound" in ancient
India, we see a distinction being made between the inarticulate
and indefinite sounds called dhvani and the definite and articulate sounds of human vocal organs called varf)a/A When we
wish to understand an author through his written symbols, the
the sensations we have are no longer auditory but visual. For
the apprehension of meaning we have to convert the visual sensations into sound-images or auditory sensations 3
When we come to the perception or interpretation of the.
sound-series, difficult questions such as the following arise :.
"Are all the syllables of a word prese1,1t to memory simultaneously, irrespective of their successive order, or do they come.
into memory one by one according to their fixed order 7"4 It
was such difficulties which caused the grammarian philosophers.
of India to hold the well-known theory of sphota. 5 Patafi.jali, the
great commentator of the Pii.nini-Sutras gives a hint to this
theory 6 1 the later grammarians like Bhartrhari eh\borately dis:cussed and developed this theory. The word sphota (derived
1. D. M:. Da.t~a., The Si:c Ways of Knowing : A crito£aal study of the
advait11 thllery oj Tcnowleilge, New a.nd Revised ad., Oe.loutta. : UniveJ:aity ot
Ca.lautta, 197g (first published ln 19311). p. 249.
2. Ibid, p. 2511.
a. IMd, p. 258.
4. Ibid., P• 255.
5. For a. detailed disoussion on the iheoey· of Bphota, of Ga.urina.th·
Sa.strl, Th.ll Philosophy of WOt'tl aflli MMring: BOJiliJ Indian ap:proachsa.
with apsoia! rsfer6nos·to tbe Phila.ophy of Bbaratbllri, Oa.loutta. : Sanskdt
College, 1969; B. 0. Pa.ndeya., Ths Problem of Me~~nif&g in Indian Phi.!oao:phy,
Delhi: MoUla.l Ba.na.rslda.s; 1968; B~tma.awa.ml Sa.stri (ed.), Ta~tvabindu,.
Anna.ma.lal University, 1936, Inttoduotion.
6, Of. Pa.ta.iijali Mahabh.Gsya., ed. with Ka.lyatas oommentary, Bombay:.
Nirna.ya.saga~ Press, 1961.
7. Cf. Bha.Etfhari. Valcya:padiya., First Ka9da with commentary by-

Vrsa.bbadeva., ed. by Oha.rudeva Sa.atri, Lahore : Ram La.l B:a.pooJ: Trust~
l9.S4 ; Firat & Seoond Ki9da. with the commentary of Pu9ya.rija. a.nd thlJ:d

Kinds. with oommenta.ry by Helinija.,
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Ba.na.~:as

:

Ba.nara.a Sa.n1krJt;

from sphut-to express) means that which, is expressed by
letter-sounds or that which expresses a meaning. According to
this theory, the syllables of a word do not directly present the
meaning of the word, either separately or jointly.' Corresponding to every perceived word, there is an unperceived, partless
symbol which directly presents the meaning and this symbol is
called sphota or Jabda, the word. The sphota is ultimately one
and not many though there is an empirical plurality of sphotas. From the transendental point of view sphota is one and
the only reality identical with Brahman. Sabda as sphota is
both universal and eternal like an idea of Plato and it is this
that has a dirept and eternal relation to meanings
The Advaita Vedantins reject the theory of sphofa. On the
problem of the apprehension of a series of syllables, Sailkara
would say that the word as a whole with its peculiar internal
order can be grasped in memory through the synthetic activity
of the intellect, "intellect looking back on past experiences
as a whole." 9 According to the theory of sphota the word as
sphota is self-subsistent but for Sankara it is not self-subsistent
but it abides in the self-subsistent Reality, the consciousness of
A.tman. For Sankarato say that God is eminentlyword (Sabda)
is erroneous if we understand with Bharth rari that this is the
most fundamental notion that we should have of Him, but it is
right to identify eminently the whole intelligibility of the world.
i.e. all the name-and-fornis which are the meaning-contents
of words, with His perfect knowledge, and then to identify this
,
knowledge with Himself.
Coming to the question of the "meaning" of words,
we see that some important logical problems were raised in
Indian Philqsophy in this regard. An important problem discussed by almost every school is : "Does a word primarily mean
a particular (vyakti) or a universal (jiiti) ?" Five different theories came to be held as answers to this question.l 0 They are :
8. D. 1\l. Datta, of. alt., pp. ll56-2.59o
9. ~"ilkara, Bra.hma.-ailwt!-b'hilfiiO., 1.3.28.
10. Of. D. M. Datta, ~· mt., PP• ll65.!180.
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the word means (1) a particular ( siif!lkhyas ) ; (2) a universal
as the mere generic form (the Jainas); (3)a universal as the essential generic character (The Advaitins, the Mimaxpsakas and
the early grammarians) ; (4) all these three (The Naiyayikas of
the old school, Gautama and Vatsyliyana) ; (5) lastly, the universalized particular (the renowned Naiyayikas, Jagadisa and
Visvanatha\.
·'

In Indian logic words can have at least three types of
meanings 11 : ( 1) the mukhya or express meaning which a word
has independently to any context ; ( 2) lak~yiirtha, which is a
secondary meaning, related to the first ·and brought out by a
definite context according to the speaker's or writer's intention.
'There are three types of secondary meanings : (a) Jahad_ajahallak$anii, in which case a part of the original meaning is
rejected (eg. "my cloth is burned" for ''a part of my cloth is
burned" ); (b) ajahallak~arza, in which case the original meaning
,is fully preserved and the difference that occurs from it is
only accidental ( eg. "the red runs'' for "the red horse
runs" ) ; (c) Jahal-lak$a'f)ii in which case the express meaning is
excluded and only an extrinsic relation to it is kept (eg. dvirephadouble 'r' comes to mean "bee" (bhramara), because bhramara
.contains twice !he letter 'r'). The Indian rhetoricians distinguish
secondary meanings into those that have been fixed by usage
(rudhilak~a'f)ii) and those that are occasionally and purposively
.conferred (prayo-jan~mulii lak$anii)
(3) vyaflgaiirtha or
.suggestive · meaning cherished by ·poets but cannot serve the
purpose of scientific thought.
Let us pass on to ''sentence" and its meanings in Indian
Philosophy. The meaning, of two isolated words, i.e., two
universals, when combined results in ~ synthetic meaning, in
.which. there emerges a n,ew gri;~e of knowledge which is termed
_Siibda-bodha• . According to Indian logicians this new meaning
,tp.arks the beginning of a viikya or sentence 12 • The distinguis,bing feature of a sentence is the synthesis (anvaya of different11. Ibid., pp. 1!89-29~.
19. Ibid., pp. 295-1!96.
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meanings into a single meaning.; Opinions differ about the
relation of the words of a sentence to the construed meaning
.of the sentence. ·Do the words present their individual meanings
as well as the construed meaning of the sentence 'l or do
they · only present their separate meanings, , while these
meanings subsequ~ntly combine again to produce the single
meaning of ·the sentence '? The question is seriously debated
·by the Prabhakaras and the Bhati:as, the two opposing
-schools of Mimamsa philosophy. 1 3 The Prabhakaras held
the first view, which was called anvitabhi-dhiina-vada, and
the Bhattas the second, which was called abhihitiinvaya-vada.
·The Advaitins, though usually following the Bhattas on
-empirical questions, are divided among themselves on this
_point. The Vivarana school regards both these views as
equally good, whil~ the Bhamati school favours only the
'Second view_ 14 According to anvitabhidhana-vada, being presented by words themselves, the meaning of a .sentence can be
'kno'Yn through memory. · But according to abhihitiinvaya-viida,
being constructed out Of the meanings presented by the words,
the knowledge ·of the meaning of a sentence is a new kind of
.knowledge and this is called Sabda-bobha or "constructive
knowledge" of the meanings of words.
In order to arrive at Sabda-bodha the following four con-ditions have to be fulfilled. 15 (1) Akiirnk~ii: there must be
a want or a feeling of incompleteness on the part of each constituent word. ( 2) Yogyata or the potency and compatibility
:-.on the part of its fellow to satisfy its want. For the author
of the Vedanta·paribhii$a compatibility means non-contradiction
.of the relation desired to be set up in a combination of ideas,
while Madhusiidana Sarasvati in Advaita siddhi omits the word
·relation and defines yogyatii as niearly the non-contradiction
, of the desired object of combination. (3) iisatti or proximity
, betweenthe two words presented for combination. (4) Tiitparyya: jiiiina or the knowledge of what is- intended, what is relevant ..
13. Ibid., pp. 29'1-307.
H. Ibid., p. 301,
15. Of. ibid., pp. 307-814.
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The universe of discourse, the introductiont the· conclusion
etc. are some of the signs indicated by the L edantasara, by which tiitparyya can be ascertained. These · special
conditions of Sabha bodha distinguish it from both memorysynthesis and inference, in which these.conditions are absent
A sentence or vtikyo, according to Indian logict must contain
a subject (uddesya) and a pre~icatr (vidheya) 16 and we can.
identify such a viikya with a proposition. The subject must
have three characteristics : .· ( 1) utj.desyatva or the c4aracterstic of being referred to ; (2) anuviidyatva or that of being·
already known ; t3) vise~ yatva or that of being a substantive.
The predicate also must possess three corresponding charcteristics : (1) vidhe:patva or the quality of being referred ; l2)
upadeyatva or that of being newly known; (3) • vise~atJatva or
that of being an adjective. The subject is the substantive.
(vise~ya) and the predicate is the adjective (vise~ana) and the
general view of Indian logic on the function of a proposition is.
that it expresses a relation (sarpsarga) between a substantive
' and an adjective.
·
But,_ according to the Advaitins, there are a few vakyas which
do not express this general subject-predicate or substantiveadJective relation. 17 They argue that the Vedtinta-statements
containing sentences describing the undifferentiated Absolute
cannot be interpreted in the ordinary subject-predicate way.
They call these sentences akhavf/.arthaka· viikyam or a sentence
with an indivisible or non-dual or non-relational meaning, as.
against the other sentences called samsargiivagiihivakyam or
sentence signifyitl.g a relation. The method by which Advaita
Vedantins interpret the vedanta-statements, removing the
contradictory elements and retaining the common factor is
called jahad ajahal- lak~otJti, of which mention is made above.
. It would be enriching to understand in this context how Sankara
interprets the famous verse of Chandoya Upani~ad 6.8-16 ~
16. Ibid., pp. 814-317.
17. lbitl., pp. 317.330; of. also, Gaurlnath
Word tJnd MetJning, op, cit., pp. !164-!187.
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'"Tat tvam asi,., (Thou art that)J. 8

: Tat, the absolute root· cause
of the universe, and-tllam, the absolute principle of thy individual self; are (asi) one identical supreme Being ; or the
Brahman and the Atman are the orie identical supreme
Being. It would be most enlightening to study the lak$a1J.a
method as applied by Sankara lin the exegesis of all the
Vedanta-statements and particularly in Taltiriya
Upani$ad
.Bhii$ya 2.1 (Satyam jiiiinamanatham brahma).

So far we were confined to the subjective aspect of a
·sentence, i.e., to the world of meanings alone. But the terminus
·of' a sentence is not meanings or concepts, but existents or
objects. A vlikya asserting a fact produces belief in the fact.
T,o produce such belief is its objective or intention (tlitparya}.
A viikya in other words is a so.urce of knowledge about
facts. Consequently, s~bda, as viikya, is regarded as a
pramava or method of knowledge, the sabda-pramiiPJ,a. 19
We saw above. the four subjective conditions tinder which the
knowledge of the meaning of a proposition _takes place. · Of
these, tiitparya-jiiana (knowledge of what is intended} and
!J'ogyata (compatibility} have also their objective aspects, which
determine the mental attitude of the hearer to the proposition.
We believe in the truth of the statement made by someone,
if there is no positive ground for doubting. This is what
the. Vedanta theory of sabda-pramiitJ.a means namely, that
s'a vlikya or sentence whose import (subjective or objective) is ·
not contradicted in any other way is a valid source of
kn?w ledge". 2 0
Some Indian philosophers, e.g., the Buddhist and the
reject verbal . testimony as a valid source of
knowledge, saying that it must be brought under anum/ina or
Vaise~ikas

18. For S.~~nka.ra.'s method of interpretation of Szutl cf. R. V. DeSmet,
S. J., ThB Theological msthJd, of SaBk4rtJ, unpublished Ph. D. thesis,
Pontlfica.l Gregorian University, Rome, 1958 : K. Satchlda.na.nda Murty,
Bsvslation tJnti Beaso11 ift .Aavaitll VediltattJ, Delhi : :M:otilal Banarslaa.ss~ .
19'14.
19. D. M, Da.tts, op. cit., pp. 331-BSl!.
20. Ibia., P·

ss!l. ·
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inference, for its validity. This is not correct, for inference
can give only the knowledge that a statement is true, nof the
The
knowledge of the content of the · statement. 2 1
Naiyayikas and the Sarp.khyas accept sabda as a method
of knowledge, but according to them the validity of verbal
knowledge was neither constituted by, nor known fro~
the intrinsic conditions of the knowledge itself. But, for the
Mimarp.sakas and the Advaitins, who also accept testimony as.
valid knowledge, even the validity of verbal knowledge is
constituted by, and also known or ascertained through, the
intrinsic conditions of verbal knowledge itself. The doctrine
of the former group is called pramiit~ya-paratastva-vdda because
according to it knowledge is both made true and known to be
true by special conditions, which are external to those thfl;t
condition knowledge itself. The doctrine of the latter group is
called p~iimii1)ya-~vata~tva·viido, because according to it validity
is conditioned by the conditions intrinsic to knowledge itself
and validity Is known also from the condition of knowledge
itself.. 22
For the Advaitins and the Mimarpsakas truth is an intrinsic
characteristic of knowledge and hence it is falsity that is
externally conditioned, whereas validity is conditioned by the
conditions of knowledge itself. · External verification removes.
cannot establish the validity of any kind of
only doubts and
.
I
knowledge. Introspection will show that knowledge carries:
with it ati inherent guarantee of its own truth. This can as well
be inferred from the behaviour of persons who .act
of
things ..
unquestioningly
on
their
knowledge
Knowledge
of validity is effected
simultaneously with
the act of knowledge. We have to accept any kind of
knowledge as true if it is not yet doubted or falsified.· Noncontradiction is the guarantee for a judgment of validity.
Sooner or later, knowledge itself wi~l vouch for its own truth.
!11. lbid., pp. 886-889,
29, Ibid, pp. 889-851.
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It should be noted in this context that there is a very
important difference between the Mimii.r:p.sak.as and the
Advaitins regarding the object of the Vedas. According to the
Mimar:p.sakas the Vedas teach ritual duties. Hence the
classification of Jaimini that those portions of the Vedas which
are directly and independently authoritative, comprised all
injunctions (codanii or vidhi) and prohibitions (ni~edha) of the
karmakdr;zrja.

According to the Advatins the Vedas teach the ultimate
Reality or Truth and through out the whole jiiiinakiil)r)a of the
Vedas there is one purpose : to remove ignorance by revealing
the true nature of the Brahman-A.tmaD.. Thus we see ·Sankara
reversing the classification of Jaimini and installing the. Vedantastatements as primary and authoritative by themselves, and the
rest as secondary. 23 According to Sankara, words are
· connected not with the individuals (vpakti) but with their
essence of idea (akrti). Since only the individuals originate,
while the iikrtis are external, the connection of the words vasu,.
etc., with the things they denote, namely, the akrtls of vasu,
etc., is eternal. And hence the objection raised against the
eternality of the Veda is invalid. 24 " The word must . be
identified with its svarupa which is an external unit of
Intelligibility. The Sruti, in its essential reality, is identical
with the absolute Consciousness, and when it is "seen", or
"found", it is identical with this pure Cons9iousness as reflected
in the'upiidhi of manas. 25
Indian understanding of word and meaning may enlighten
us in understanding the interpretation of the Bible. The
standpoint of the Mimar:p.sakas and Advaitins, that the validity ·
of verbal knowledge is constituted by and known Ifrom the·
intrinsic condit~ons of knowledge itself, can help us to affirm ·
23; Of. R.V. De Smet, S. J., Tho Thoo,ogioaZ Method of San'kara, op. cit.,
pp. 198-217.
24o.

SS.nkara, Brahma Blltra BhlifytJ,l,S.'lB.

25. &.nkara, Tailttriya Upanifati Bhiifua, 2.3.
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that the validity of biblical knowledge is constituted by and
known from the intrinsic conditions of that knowledge itself.
The Bible which is Sabda is a pramiir.za, i.e., an independent
valid source of knowledge. Truth is an intrinsic c~1aracter of
knowledge, sooner or later knowledge itself will vouch for its
own truth. The Bible is valid in so far as it is true and the
truth of the Bible is known from the Bible itself. Noncontradiction is the guarantee for a judgment of validity.
External verification removes only doubts and cannot establish
the validity of the Bible. Hence the role and importance of
Tradition is only very slight,26
This is not to claim that there is a single "objective"
. meaning for the Bible. In the case of sabda-pramiir.za no claim
of scientific objectivity is made by Indian Philosophy.
Scripture cannot define Brahman, it can only indicate It. The
Bible indicates Brahman or ultimate reality. This is also not
to deny the fact proclaimed by some modern western
hermeneutics that "all understanding inevitably involves some
ptejudice". 27 . The suggestion India makes to hermeneutics on
this point is that our prejudice, if it is legitimate,. will have truth
as its intrinsic character.
Secondly, Sabda, as pramiiva, i.e., as an independent valid
source of knowledge of Indian Philosophy, provides a criterion
for evaluating Scriptures. Self-validity as mentioned above
is this criterion. 28 • No exclusive claim is made that the
116. The position of Paul Gregorioa, !'Any fruitful Indian discusalon of
hermeneutics must take Into account the fact that Scripture cannot be
interpreted apart from tradition", may not be acceptable from the point of
view of Mimiirp.sakas and Advaitins. c!. Paul Gregodoa, ''Hermeneutics in
India today in the light of the World Debate", The Indian Journa.Z of
TheoZogv, Vol. liB, No. 1, Jan-March, 1979, p. 14..
117. Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth [and Method, London : Sheed and
Ward, 1975, p. 1139,
.
118. Arvlnd Sharma's claim, that the criterion for the validity ol Sru!i
should be "a. oommunaZ or coZZective intuition which comes to be u.acepted by
the 'sta.nd111rd mind o! the community" Is an idea foreign .to the cnnoept of
~ruti. as Sabda-pramlJ!Ia in Indian Pb,Uosophy. of. Arvlnd Sharma, ''Can the
Tanak, the Bible and the Qnran be regarded a.s f!;ruti f' The1ndia1&.Tournlll
of TheoZogv, op. cit., p. as.
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:Scripture of a particular religion only is valid. The Vedas or

{luran may be as valid as the Bible.
Thirdly, Indian philosophy provides new insights into the
relation between the Bible and Brahman. For the Advaitins,
Mimamsakas and the early grammarians, 'word' always denotes
universal character (Jiitil and not the particular. Words are
-connected not with the individual vyakti but with their essence
or idea(iikriti). Theses essences or universal characters are eternal
and according
to Sankara, in their essential reality
they are
identical with this absolute Consciousness.
When they are particularised, they are identical with
this pure Consciousness as reflected in the upiidhi ( limiting
adjunct) of manas (mind), i.e., they become the name-andforms which are the meaning-contents of words. The words of
the Bible denote not the 'particular' but the "universal" and in
·es~ential reality this "universal" is. identical with Brahman.
But as written words, they are identical with Brahman .as
reflected in the limiting-adjunct of mind. An important principle of modern western hermeneutics, that any hermeneut must
set aside three common myths, namely the "mind of the author",
the "original reader" and the "original meaning" 29 was well
taken in Indian Philosophy even centuries ago in its quest to
transcend the "particular" for the "universal".
Indian Philosophy guides Indian biblical and theological
hermeneutics not to be very much worried about establishing
.accurately the original meaning that the author of the text might
have intended, as that effort is 'futile as well as unnecessary.
Our aim is not the ''particular" but the "universal". The.
·"universal" is the emergent meaning and significance actualised
as a result of the fusion together of the "horizon" of the interpreter and that of the text. The Indian Christian whole-heartedly
receives not the "particular" Bible, but the "universal" Bible.
'The Indian Christian theologian whole-heartedly receives not
the "particular Jesus" but the "universal Jesus". The "universal
Jesus" is identical with Ultimate Reality, Brahman ; but the
119. Of, Paul Biaoeur, Ifltar.PJ'IItiJUon Tlleory, 'l!e:ms : Fort Worth 1976.
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"particular Jesus" is a mere reflection of Brahman in the limiting:
adjunct of the mind of First Century Palestine;
Again, on the question "What is the object of the Bible",.
the Mimli-qtsakas and the Advaitins may be able to give us
some guidance. The KarmakacuJa and Jiianaka'f)r)a of the Vedas
are in one sense parallels of the Old Testament and the New·
Testament of the Bible. It may be said that the former in each
is more concerned about the law and ritual dutie:;; and the latter
in each about the Ultimate Reality or Truth. What the
Advaitins proclaim about the Jiianak ilTJ.r/.a, we may also pro-claim as the purpose of the New Testament: to remove ignorance and reveal by indication the true nature of Brahman. And
with Sankara we may say that those passages in the New Testament which indicate the true nature of Brahman are the
primary-texts and all others are only secondary.
Moreover, in the exegesis of Biblical texts, the lak$ava·
method employed by Indian logic for understanding meaning·
can profitably_ be used. The conditions which have to be ful-filled to arrive at saba-bodha, ,especially, yogyata and tiitparya-jiiana, may also J:>e helpful.
We would like to remind the reader here that these are but
preliminary explorations with regard to possible contributions
of this aspect of Indian philosophy to Indian Christian her-meneutics. We hd'pe that others will come forward with further
suggestions.

